**From Trax**
- Take the Red Line to the Fort Douglas Stop on Trax
- Cross Mario Capecchi Dr. Using the Legacy Bridge, just North of the Trax Stop
- Follow the sidewalk (the largest path) heading East
- Cross Fort Douglas Boulevard and continue on the sidewalk that runs along Officers’ Circle.
- Once you have reached the front of the Heritage Center, you may either cross through it to the rear, or walk around the North side.
- Directly North/East of the Heritage Center is Building 820, that’s us!
- Our Entrance is on the West side of the building, as indicated by the arrow on the image below.

**If you prefer a shorter walk:**
- Exit Trax, and head South along Mario Capecchi Drive
- At the intersection, cross South Campus Drive
- Once at the opposite side of the street, head West along South Campus Drive, until you reach a University Shuttle Stop
- Wait for a Blue Shuttle,
- Exit at the Heritage Center
- Once you have reached the front of the Heritage Center, you may either cross through it to the rear, or walk around the North side.
- Directly North/East of the Heritage Center is Building 820, that’s us!
- Our Entrance is on the West side of the building, as indicated by the arrow on the image below.